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ABSTRACT 
A sensitivity technique for obtaining linear constant-coefficient 
models that satisfy specified time-domain criteria is described. A 
set of incremental changes to the parameters of a trial system is it- 
eratively obtained and imposed until the desired model achieves pre- 
scribed performance. The technique can accommodate desired changes 
to the eigenvalues of the trial system or invariability of the eigen- 
values to changes of system parameters. The algebraic equations to 
be solved are linear but ill-posed in general, since the number of 
equations exceeds the number of unknowns. Therefore, only a "best" 
solution can be obtained. The technique is used to obtain fourth- 
order stability-axis-small-motion airplane models that satisfy three 
lateral-directional handling qualities criteria. An airplane model 
at any up-and-away flight condition is used as the trial system and 
the appropriate corrections to parameters are obtained so that the 
new model has "good" lateral-directional handling qualities as well 
as airplane-like eigenvalues. The advantages are that the existing 
loose bounds on the eigenvalues of the trial airplane model that are 
very sensitive to parameter changes are satisfied, and that in addi- 
tion an option is provided for improving on the eigenvalues of the 
trial airplane model. The disadvantages are reduced generality and 
no assurance that the resulting models will be airplane-like in de- 
tail, although the corresponding transfer functions and their zeros 
are realistic. 
■1- 
INTRODUCTION 
The design of a control system involves the selection of a set 
of parameters that are a function of desired performance and the 
dynamics of the mathematical model employed to aid the process of 
design. One starts with identifying the problem to be solved, then 
proceeds to the building of a meaningful mathematical model of the 
system that will provide for a solution, and the design process ends 
with the selection via optimization techniques of the parameters 
that completely specify the system. 
Of primary importance in the process of engineering analysis 
and design is the recognition of the fact that uncertainties may 
exist in either the desired performance of the designed system or 
the parameters that specify it. Often uncontrollable changes in 
the parameters of a control system are encountered as a result of 
"aging" of its elements, the effect of external environment, possi- 
ble interactions with other systems, etc. On the other hand, it is 
often the case that automatic control systems are realized as sys- 
tems of variable structure where it is desirable to achieve certain 
> 
performances through on line variations of parameters. 
No matter what the case is, it is important to know how the 
control system behaves when its parameters change. An investigation 
of the sensitivity of the control system to parameter variations is 
very valuable in solving"a number of problems in automatic control. 
SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS 
Consider the linear time-invariant multivariable system de- 
scribed by the following set of equations 
x = Ax + By (1) 
y = Cx + Du (2) 
where u is an m-dimensional input vector, x is a state vector of di- 
mension k, and y is an output vector of dimension n; A is a constant 
k-order differential transition matrix, B is a constant kxm input 
matrix, C is a constant nxk output matrix, and D is a constant nxm 
transition matrix. 
Any change to an element of A, B, C, or D will be sensed by the 
output vector y. It is desirable to be able to predict what effect 
upon y such changes will have. A function expressing the sensitivity 
of the output vector y with respect to any element q. upon which y 
depends is defined as 
chande in y due to a change in q. 
 : 1 (3) 
change in q. ' v ' 
For such a definition of the sensitivity function to have any 
significant mathematical meaning, changes in y must be considered 
in the limit of infinitesimal changes of elements q. upon which y 
depends, i.e. 
•3- 
y(q-| ,q2» • •• >qi+Aqi,... ,qp) - y(q1 ,q2,... ,q:,... ,qp) 
Aq^ A^i 
(4) 
where p is the number of varying parameters upon which y is dependent. 
If the above limit exists and is finite, a rigorous mathematical 
expression for the sensitivity function of the output vector y with 
respect to any varying parameter q. of the system is 
Note that all sensitivity functions of the output vector y_ are 
functions of time, and are evaluated in the vicinity of the "nominal 
regimen" characterized by the point Q°(q?,q2,...,q°) in the system's 
parameter space. 
An infinitesimal change dy of the output vector y_ can then be 
expressed as 
P 
dy = I S(Y,q.)dq.  . (6) 
i=l 
Therefore, for the system 
x = Ax + By 
y_ =  Cx + Du 
an infinitesimal change dy_ of the output vector y due to infinitesi- 
mal changes of the elements a.., b.., c.., d.. of A, B, C, D, re- 
spectively is expressed as 
-4- 
k  k km 
dy = I  I S(^r,a1j)da1J + I     I   S(y,b )db  + 
i=l j=l    1J  1J i=l j=l    1J  1J 
n  k n  m 
I  I §(*>c..)dc + I      I    S(^,dij)dd   .       (7) 
i=l j=i     1J  1J i=l i=l     1J  1J 
Once the sensitivity functions of the output vector y have been 
evaluated for the above system, given any changes in elements of A, 
B, C, or D it is possible to predict the corresponding change in y. 
The evaluation of the sensitivity functions of y in an analytical 
fashion is often a long and tedious algebraic procedure, especially 
if the order of the system is high. To better appreciate the diffi- 
culties encountered in evaluating the sensitivity functions of y con- 
sider again the system 
x = Ax + Bu 
y = Cx + Du 
An analytical expression for x at time t, =t +dt is the follow- 
ing: 
A(t,-t ) 
*(V = x(t0)e" ] ° + 
ti AUT-T) 
e" '  BudT . (8) 
t 
■L-J n\ t-. 
:o 
If A, B, C, D are constant matrices, i.e. they do not depend on 
time, and under the-assumption that u^u(t) for the time interval 
[t0,t1] = [t0,t0 + dt], then 
A(t,-tn) 
*{t}) = x(tQ)e" °   + Bu 
ft-,     A(trr) 
dx = 
*<v 
Ak i 
£n k!       •    o k=0 
+ Bu n       
Al< I 
ltr<VT> k=0 (9) 
We ay shall evaluate S(y,a . •) = ~=- 
§(jr.»u) - 
3[Cx+Du]       3Q 
3a.. 3aij - 
U 
x + C 
3X      •    3D 3U 
9aij  3aTj "  " 8aij 
Consider 
3X 
^7 
3X 
3a.. 
?  ^iV  3 I 
k=0 1«1   3a, 
Ar 
'iJ "J 
s(t0) 
I ^^ 
k=0 
  rt 
k! 
3x(tQ) 
+ Bu I —ri ^-Ak 
k=0 k! 3a.. - 
(11) 
3  k 
Note that the evaluation of a_ . A where k-*>° becomes practic 3a ij 
ally impossible. 
Therefore, since the evaluation of the sensitivity functions of 
the output vector y is extremely difficult for high order systems, 
numerical techniques are usually employed. 
The basis for such numerical techniques for the evaluation of 
the sensitivity functions of y_ is the recognition of the fact that 
-6- 
9y ^(q-[>q2»--»q-j+Aqi»".qp) -y(q]>q2»---»qi>---»qp) 
»q7 * ^ '  (12) 
Therefore, the system is integrated numerically to obtain 
y (q-j ,qo>-• .>q°) where q?^ q« are nominal values in the system's 
parameter space. Then each q° is incremented by Aq. made very small 
to improve uccuracy of results and the system is again integrated to 
obtain yCq^.q^.-••.q^+Aq^,...,q°). Finally, sensitivity functions 
of y are evaluated by forming 
/ O  0     0. .       0\   0/ 0  0      0     0\ 
y(qi>q2»---»q.j+Aq-j»---qp) -y. (q]>q2»---»qi»- •■>%' 
Aq, (13) 
EIGENVALUE SENSITIVITY 
So far we have concerned ourselves with sensitivity functions 
concerning the output vector y of the linear time-invariant multi- 
variable system 
x = Ax + By 
y = Cx + Du . 
Of great importance in the design of a control system is also 
the sensitivity of its eigenvalues associated with its characteris- 
tic equation. Thus it is necessary to develop a number of formulas 
that predict what effect certain changes of the parameters of the 
above system have upon its eigenvalues. Then the system can be de- 
signed for insensitivity of eigenvalues to parameter changes, or 
certain prescribed eigenvalues can be attained by means of parameter 
variations. 
Let the system transfer function be P(s). Assuming zero in- 
itial conditions of x and y the matrix transfer function can be 
expressed as 
P(s) = C[Is-A]_1B + D . (14) 
Note that the evaluation of P(s) involves the forming of the 
inverse of Is-A which can be a tedious algebraic procedure if the 
order of the system is high. To overcome such a difficulty, an 
algorithm has been devised by Leverrier which has the following 
-8- 
features: 
[Is-A]"1 s g'\sKR(s)l (15) 
R(s) = Isk-1 + R^"2 + R2Sk"3 +•.. + R M (16) 
g(s) = Sk - h^S*"1 - h2Skr2 - ... - hk . (17) 
R(s) is the adjoint matrix. g(s) is the characteristic equation 
of the system. 
If the trace of A is written 
k 
trA = I  a.. (18) 
-  1=1 n 
the coefficients h. and the matrices R. can then be computed as 
f ol 1 ows 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
The fact that R. should equal zero provides for a useful check 
on the computation of h. and R.. 
The Leverrier algorithm is not only a useful method for the 
evaluation of the transfer function of a system of any order in state 
-9- 
A]  = A h,  = trA^ !h = Ai-ha 
A2 - AR, h2 = \ trA2 h = Ao ~ n?I 
A3 = ARo h3 = 1 trA3 h = A3 - h3I 
space form, but also a powerful means for sensitivity studies on 
the system. 
Morgan [4]1 showed that any change dx. in an eigenvalue x. of 
the previously introduced system can be expressed as 
dxi = [g'(xi)]"1R(Ai)*dA (23) 
where 
9 (x^ = tr[R(x.)] (24) 
and 
A*B = a.]_b, + a2_b2 + ••• (25) 
such that a. is the ith row of A and b. is the ith column of B. 
R(x.) is the adjoint matrix evaluated at x., and dA is the change 
in A. 
The numbers in square brackets refer to bibliography entries, 
-10- 
OBTAINING SPECIFIED SYSTEM RESPONSE 
VIA SENSITIVITY METHODS 
One of the problems that often arises in the design and analysis 
of control systems is the obtaining of a desirable change in system 
performance by means of an appropriate change of its parameters. 
Consider again the linear time-invariant multivariable system 
x = Ax + Bu 
y = Cx + Du . 
Assume A0, B°, C°, and D° are nominal parameter values of the 
system that produce a nominal output vector y°. Suppose then that 
a certain output vector y.is to be obtained from the same system. 
It is necessary to know what changes are needed in A0, B°, C°, and 
D° in order that this is accomplished.        ^ 
Define 
dy = y° - y (26) 
which is simply the difference between the desired output vector and 
the nominal output vector of the system. 
Then dy can be expressed as 
k  k    n km 
I S(jr.a»jida . + J     ', 
J=l        'J     J    1=1 J: 
n  k     _       n  m 
K K K
*y -  .1      ^a° ) J   S(y.,b°.)db 
i=l j 1J I i l j=l    ,J  IJ 
 n
1=1 j=l    1J  1J  i=l j=l    1J  1J 
-!!■ 
Note that dy is a single-valued, fully defined continuous func- 
tion of a.., b.., c... d.., and t on the same time interval as y 
I J     I J I J     t J 
and y. 
We want to be able to evaluate da.., db.., dc.^, and dd.. so 
that the above equation is satisfied. 
The first step is to discretize the time interval upon which 
dy is defined. Suppose then that this time interval is divided into 
r subintervals of equal length bounded by the points t,jt*,...,t +,. 
Let dy,,dyo»...>dv +, be the values of dy at the above points. 
Then 
k  k     _       km 
n  k     n n  m 
+
 I I §(Vcij>dcn + l   I  5(^P'dij)ddij   (28) i=l j=l   p 1J  1J  i=l j=l   p 1J  1JJ 
where p = 1,2,...,r+l. 
The above is a system of (r+l)k linear equations which can be 
solved for da.., db.-, dc^, and dd.. if the sensitivity functions S 
of y are known at points t,,^,...,^. k is the order of the system. 
Figure 1 is a crude representation of the above introduced 
concepts. 
Next suppose that changes in A0, B°, C°, and D° must1 be such 
that they yield no changes to the eigenvalues of the system under 
consideration. It was mentioned previously that any change dx. in 
-12- 
Figure 1.    A schematic of a certain desired 
correction to time-history. 
■13- 
an eigenvalue X. of the system is expressed as 
dx. = [g'(xi)]"1R(xi)*dA 
■ 
where g , R are defined in the section that discusses the Leverrier 
algorithm. 
The above represents a set of linear equations equal to the 
order of the system. If dx. = 0, then it is sufficient that for nom- 
inal x? 
l 
R(x°)*dA =0 (29) 
which can be incorporated into (28) so that a solution for da.., db.., 
dc.., dd.. is obtained that yields the specified system output vector 
y along with zero change in the eigenvalues of the system. 
On the other hand, if it is desirable to produce a new set of 
eigenvalues x. in place of X? of the nominal system 
dxi = [g'(x°)]-1R(x°)*dA (30) 
can be incorporated into (28). 
For an exact solution of the derived set of linear equations to 
exist, it is necessary that the number of equations is equal to the 
number of unknowns. However, this is not the case herein since it 
is desirable that as many points in the time interval of definition 
of dy are considered as possible in order to increase accuracy of 
results. And it is often true that the number of parameters of the 
-14- 
system to be varied independently is much smaller than the number of 
equations to be solved. 
Therefore, only a "best" solution to the problem can be ob- 
tained, and to generalize consider a set of m unknowns, say 
XTX2 x^ connected by n linear equations. 
cllxl +c12x2+ "• +clmxm= kl (31) 
c21xl +c22x2+ '•• +c2mxm= k2 (32) 
cnlxl +cn2x2+ ■" +cnmxm = kn (33) 
such that n>m. 
Let 
6
,- 
=
 c,-i*i + c.0x0 + ••• + c.x - k. (34) i   Hi I   i2 2       im m   i 
where i= 1,2,...,n and try to minimize the performance index 
n n 
E=
    I    5f =    I (c41x,+c.0x0+••• + c. x   - k.)2    . 
,-i-i    i      --^i    ill      i2 2 im m      l 
Since E= E(x,,x2,...,x ) we must set equal to zero each of 
aE      3E 9E 
(35) 
ax,? ax0,""'axm" 12 m 
Consider ^-. 
3E    _     ? „,_     ..   _     ..    L _     ..       ,.   ^       _ n (36) ^-=iIi2(c.1x1+c.2x2+ •••cimxm-ki)cil =0 
•15- 
cr 
n n n n 
xl  J^i^il +x2 J=} ci2cil + '*' + xm i^S-mS-l  = ^11 k1    '(37) 
Similarly 
n n n n 
xi    I C-iiC-jo + Xo T c.0c.<,+ ••• +xm   T c.- c<9 - I c.0k.      (38) 1   J^I   ll   lZ      2>-j lZiZ i=l iniiZ    j^-iiZi 
n n n        n 
xi 5! c,,c. +x0 y c.«c. + •• • + xm y c- c._ = y c. k. .(39) 1 ..fs ll im  2 -f;-, lZ lm     m .f:-.    im lm .£■■ im 1 
Therefore, a system of m equations with m unknowns has been 
obtained whose solution is trivial. 
The above process can be summarized as follows: 
If each of n linear equations with m unknowns 
x1,x2,...,xm     n>m 
is multiplied by the coefficient of x. in that equation, the sum of 
the resulting equations is the ith equation out of the m equations 
that are needed to yield the best solution to the system [7]. 
The above considerations were made under the assumption that 
dy is infinitesimally small. However, in practice this is not the 
case. Therefore, a set of improvements is needed after each best 
solution has been obtained in order that dy is made to match the 
desired output vector y. An iteration scheme suffices for this 
•16- 
purpose, where each best solution is used to repeat the process of 
correcting the parameters of the system in order to finally obtain 
the specified output vector y. 
In summary, the problem of obtaining a desirable output vector 
y from the control system under consideration involves the following 
steps: 
(1) Start with the initial system and obtain its response at 
discrete time intervals. 
(2) If eigenvalue considerations are to be made, obtain eigen- 
value sensitivity functions and form equations that describe either 
invariability of eigenvalues to system parameter changes or desir- 
able changes in.eigenvalues. 
(3) Obtain system sensitivity functions at discrete time 
intervals. 
(4) Obtain desired changes in the output vector at the same 
points as in (3). 
(5) Form equations that describe desired changes in the output 
vector as a function of system parameters and sensitivity functions. 
(6) Incorporate equations obtained in (2) into equations ob- 
tained in (5) and get best solution. 
(7) Correct the initial system by changes in parameters given 
by best solution in (6) and go back to (1) to repeat the process 
omitting (2). Stop when resulting output vector is about the same 
as the desirable one. This can be accomplished by selecting an 
-17- 
arbitrary numerical value, as small as one pleases, that bounds the 
approximation to the desired solution. 
-18- 
APPLICATION 
The discussed method can be directly applied to the problem of 
obtaining appropriate prototypic low-order models for aircraft con- 
trol systems. 
Aircraft control system design is an extreme example of trans- 
lating desired dynamic system performance into appropriate settings 
for those system parameters which are adjustable. The variety and 
authority of control surfaces on modern high-performance aircraft 
combined with onboard electronic logic and computation capabilities 
free the control engineer from many of the old constraints.' Despite 
this new flexibility, the structures of recent aircraft systems show 
no radical departures from past successful designs. The translation 
of pilot and mission oriented performance criteria into appropriate 
control system structure awaits solution, instead new systems are 
usually variations on older systems. Even with this major reduction 
in the scope of the design problem, many parameters remain to be 
specified. This latter problem can be approached in a variety of 
ways. One procedure utilizing programs available at the NASA Dryden 
Flight Research Center and recently proposed time-domain envelopes 
for the short-period response to step inputs is the following: 
(1) Obtain a low-order trnasfer function having step response 
which passes thego-nogo envelope test and airplane-like eigenvalues, 
(2) Use a NASA model-matching program to adjust specified para- 
meters in a detailed representation of an airplane with its closed- 
-19- 
loop control system so as to minimize the differences in dynamic re- 
sponse between the airplane and a low-order transfer function. 
The problem of obtaining the appropriate low-order model can 
be solved via sensitivity methods. 
-20- 
HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA 
Before the introduction of aircraft motion feedback into the 
primary flight control system, the development of longitudinal and 
lateral-directional handling qualities criteria was based on the 
establishment of limiting values of traditional performance para- 
meters such as natural frequency, damping, time constants, etc. 
which pilots feel play a major role in control and precision during 
maneuvering flight. 
However, the introduction of highly augmented flight control 
systems and fly-by-wire systems undermined the adequacy of existing 
handling qualities specifications, and control performance investiga- 
tions have been conducted in order that new and better performance 
criteria are defined. Boeing Airplane Company and McDonnel-Douglas 
Company did several studies with the object of defining quantitative 
specifications that are intended to insure "good" aircraft handling 
qualities. Data from flight performance analyses and simulation 
studies indicate that both the longitudinal and lateral-directional 
short period performance criteria need not be based upon mission 
modes or tasksi but rather upon the short-period time responses and 
control techniques. Such time-domain criteria combine the high and 
low speed transient characteristics desired by the pilot. They take 
the form of envelopes that define the limiting values of certain 
transient characteristics of aircraft, e.g., normalized sideslip, 
normalized roll rate, and two blended quantities, C and D , 
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containing the acceleration cues at the pilot station [2], 
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the envelopes. 
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Figure 2. Roll rate and sideslip handling qualities 
criterion. 
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Figure 3.    Lateral-directional  handling qualities 
criterion. 
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Figure 4. Longitudinal handling qualities 
criterion. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The handling qualities criteria that were introduced in the 
preceding pages are limiting values that airplanes ought not to ex- 
ceed in order that their performance is "good". 
It is often the case that the selection of numerical values for 
a control system is more difficult than their actual utilization for 
the establishment of the control system structure and modes of opera- 
tion. A particular model-matching technique -- the Model Performance 
Index parameter optimization procedure -- adjusts specified 
parameters of a simulated airplane-flight-control-system 
combination so as to minimize some measure of the dynamic differences 
between the closed-loop airplane and a low-order model of a desira- 
ble prototype airplane [5]. 
The Model PI procedure accepts a prototypic model in transfer • 
function form. It is required that the model transfer function, if 
it has any zeros, should have the same number of excess poles over 
.zeros as the closed-loop airplane control system. If the transfer 
function has no zeros then the number of poles of the model transfer 
function should be equal to or less than the number of excess poles 
over zeros of the closed-loop airplane. On the other hand, the 
model transfer function must have reasonable eigenvalues. Therefore, 
the prototype model is a linear, constant-coefficient ordinary dif- 
ferential equation, 
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D(d)x(t) = N(d)u(t) (40) 
with loose bounds on the roots of, 
D(d) = 0 , (41) 
and constraints on the coefficients of N(d). 
The model is represented in state-space form 
x = Ax + By (42) 
so that the entire matrix transfer function can be obtained in one 
operation. 
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EQUATIONS FOR LATERAL AIRCRAFT MOTION 
For small amplitude lateral-directional motion, a prototype 
open-loop airplane must satisfy three handling qualities criteria 
simultaneously, namely roll rate, sideslip, and D*. In addition, 
it must have realistic eigenvalues. 
The equations of lateral motion of the open-loop airplane using 
stability axes and assuming a "rudder-free" condition are as follows 
[3] 
• 
p 
• 
r 
— 
3 
♦ 
LP Lr L6 
NP Nr N3 
0 
0 
0  -1 Y3 g/V 
10  0  0 
p L6a 
r 
+ 
N
«a 
0 Y6a 
4> 0 
(43) 
where the matrix elements are stability derivatives. 
In evaluating directional response characteristics due to 
aileron inputs, McDonnell-Doug!as Aircraft Company, during the in- 
itial phase of its Survivable Flight Control System program which 
was intended to develop new handling qualities specifications, de- 
cided that at least one development program lateral acceleration at 
the pilot station was used as a criterion parameter. This coupled 
with comments made by MCAIR pilots that lateral acceleration is a 
principal motion cue parameter at high speeds, resulted in the for- 
mulation of the D* concept. D* is a functional combination into one 
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mathematical equation of aircraft sideslip, which is considered the 
principal low speed handling quality parameter, and lateral accelera- 
tion, which is a more important consideration during high speed 
flight. D* is defined as [2] 
D = Anyp + k33 (44) 
where 
An.._ = Incremental lateral load factor at pilot station 
Sideslip angle 
c3c'co sideslip gain constant 
Dimensional constant 
Crossover dynamic pressure 
yp 
3 
k3 
c3 
*co 
The units for C3 and its respective values are given in the 
following table [2]. 
An 
yp 
C3 
Value Units 
9's g's 
rad -2.07 x 10" 
deg -3.63 x 10" 
■g's - m: 
■  N 
■ g's - m2^ 
1
 N - deg ' 
m/s: m/s: 
rad 
deg 
-2.03 x 10 -3 
-3.56 x 10" m
; 
^N-s2-deg; 
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Very  little information is directly applicable toward assess- 
ment of a crossover dynamic pressure. A median value of 16,748.8 
N/m2 was selected as the crossover dynamic pressure for F-4, F-84, 
and F-86 aircraft [2]. 
The expression for An  instability axes is 
Anyp = v^+r) + z'r    ' (45) 
Stability axes are shown on Figure 5 where the origin is at the 
vehicle center of gravity, XZ is a plane of symmetry, positive X-axis 
is coincident with velocity vector at start of motion, positive Z- 
axis is toward bottom of vehicle, and positive rotation is about Y- 
axis from Z to X (right-hand system) [6]. 
In terms of the elements of (43) one obtains 
Anyp = V< V+9*/V+Y6a6a> + * V+Nrr+V+N6a6a> (46) 
or 
Anyp = (^p)P+(^r)r+(vV£N3)3 + g<,,+ (VY6anN6a)(Sa     (47) 
Incorporating the above expression for An  into (44) one ob- 
tains D as 
D -Dpp-+Drr + DeB + D^ + D6a6a + c3qc0B 
where 
(48) 
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Figure 5.    Stability axes, 
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P      P 
Dr - ANp 
(49) 
(50) 
DQ = VYQ + AN0 + c0q 3   3   3   3Hco 
D = q 
D6a " VY6a + *N6a 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
Therefore, the output equations for the lateral-directional 
motion case are as follows 
PN 
3 N 
D; N 
1/p 
0 
ss 
0 
0 
0 
1/3 ss 
0 
0 
VDss Dr/Dss VDss V°ss 
0 
0 
D6a/Dss 
(54) 
where prp) &„„, and D ' are normalization factors based on a need rss . ss     ss 
for further simplification and restatement in terms of the handling 
qualities parameters. For F-4 airplanes, p  and e  are shown to 
be [2] 
ss 
V6a-£6an3    |( 
W   Vp     1 
ss
     VS-VP   ^ 
(55) 
(56) 
and in addition 
Dss = kc3\o (57) 
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where 
V S 
S" Le + Lr\ 
"■Si  ' L5a 
"p = Np - g/v 
n6 = NS + "rYB 
n6a = NSa 
K. = size of aileron step input 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
4
  (61) 
(62) 
(63) 
k = ratio of "commanded roll performance" to "applicable 
roll performance requirement" 
(a) "Applicable roll performance requirement" 
U-i-).*«„■■■;,™m,*„+> ls determined from tables t requirement 
in Appendix VIII for the Class, Flight Phase 
Category, and Level under consideration. 
(b) "Commanded roll performance", (<J>t)command> is 
the bank angle attained in the stated time 
for a given step aileron command with rud- 
der pedals free. 
k =  
(
»t>command   . (64) 
^t'requirement 
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METHOD 
A low-order prototypic open-loop airplane model must have "good" 
handling qualities and realistic eigenvalues. For the lateral- 
directional aircraft motion, three envelopes have to be satisfied, 
e.g., roll rate, sideslip and D*. 
Having derived the output equations that yield normalized re- 
sponses for the lateral motion case in conjunction with the three 
handling qualities criteria, one can proceed in building prototypic 
open-loop airplane models by utilizing the sensitivity methods for 
obtaining specified time histories that have already been discussed. 
Hence, the objective herein is the following: Given the para- 
meters that describe the lateral motion mode of an airplane, compare 
its transient characteristics with the three envelopes that define 
the lateral-directional handling qualities criteria. If none of the 
envelopes is violated, the parameters under consideration can de- 
scribe a prototypic open-loop airplane if in addition the eigen- 
values of the model are realistic. If any of the three envelopes 
is not satisfied, properly adjust the given parameters of the model 
so that all three handling qualities are satisfied and the eigen- 
values remain or become realistic. 
Experience with airplane parameters has shown that the eigen- 
values of a given model are highly sensitive to changes of those 
parameters. Therefore, it becomes necessary to either achieve 
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invariability of eigenvalues or impose certain improvements upon 
them. 
One can start therefore with an initial set of data of any air- 
plane model at any up-and-away flight condition. Data for airplanes 
at various flight conditions can be found in the literature and come 
either from flight tests or wind tunnel studies. Note than in de- 
riving the equations of lateral motion for the open-loop airplane 
stability axes were used. Therefore, data in body axes that may be 
found in the literature must be transformed into stability axes. 
The transformation equations are given in Appendix IX. 
The transient responses of the airplane can be obtained by 
utilizing any conventional method that integrates the equations of 
motion. The integration must be carried out through 5 seconds, 
since all three handling qualities criteria are defined upon this 
time interval. 
The next step is to discretize the time interval from 0 to 5 
seconds into a suitable number of equal subintervals. 0.5 sec. 
subintervals have been selected herein. The values of the time re- 
sponses at "these discrete points can then be directly compared to 
the values of the handling qualities envelopes at the same points. 
All three handling qualities envelopes have an upper bound and 
a lower bound. Therefore, points on the time histories can fall 
into one of the following five categories: 
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a. Above the upper bound 
b. On the upper bound 
c. Between upper bound and lower bound 
d. On the lower bound 
e. Below the lower bound 
Points on the time histories that fall into categories b, c, or 
d need no correction. Points on the time histories that fall into 
category a need a negative correction that will shift them down to 
the upper bound of the handling qualities envelope. On the other 
hand, points on the time histories that fall into category e "need a 
positive correction that will shift them up to the lower bound of 
the handling qualities envelope. 
The values of the various corrections of points on the time 
histories can be obtained by direct comparison. 
A look at the matrix elements of the equations describing 
lateral motion of the open-loop airplane reveals that all the matrix 
elements of the output distribution matrix and the output transition 
matrix are linear functions of the matrix elements of the input 
equations.and various airplane constants. Therefore, the parameters 
that can be varied are 
Lp, Lp, Lpl Np, Nr, Ne, Ygl L^, Nga, Y6a 
Any infinitesimal change of the output vector at the discrete 
points under consideration can then be expressed as 
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Figure 6.    Classification of points on 
time-histories. 
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PN 
3 N 
D N 
■^■^.LjjdL +S(Jfk.L°)dLr + S(^k.LS)dL3 
+ S(^k,N°)dN + §(^k,N°)dNr + S(yk,N°)dN + S(^,Y°)dY 3' 3 
+
 §<*k'L6a>dL6a + §< VN°a>dN6a + S-< VY6a>dY6a     <65> 
which corresponds to a set of 33 linear equations with 10 unknowns, 
k above is ranging from 1 to 11. 
All sensitivity functions can be obtained numerically using the 
numerical procedure already discussed. A change of 1 percent is im- 
posed on each parameter during calculations. 
Eigenvalues are considered by incorporating eigenvalue sensi- 
tivity functions into the above. Four equations result, linear in 
form, that are given in Appendix IV. 
Hence, the set of 37 equations with 11 unknowns can be solved 
for the "best" solution. Through an iteration procedure the trans- 
ient responses are made to move inside their respective envelopes. 
The derived model then satisfies all three handling qualities cri- 
teria and at the same time produces realistic eigenvalues. 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS 
EXAMPLE 1 
The following lateral-directional rigid-body equation of motion 
coefficients describe a clean-configuration Air Force F-4E with a 
gross weight of 17568.5 kg [3]. 
Flight and Vehicle Parameters 
Airspeed 634.4 m/s 
CG to Pilot Station Longitudinal Distance 4.94 m 
Crossover Dynamic Pressure [2] 16748.8 N/m^ 
Mach Number 2.15 
Altitude 10972.8 m 
Roll rate Normalization Factor 4.03 
Sideslip Normalization Factor -0.030 
DSTAR Normalization Factor 3.46 
The A Matrix Is 
1361E+01 .31.96E+00 -.6494E+01 .0 
3030E-02 -.3411E+00 .1211E+02 .0 
0 -.1000E+01 -.2034E+00 .1546E-01 
1000E+01 .0 .0 .0 
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The B Vector Is 
.5289E+01 
.4110E+00 
.1550E-02 
.0 
The Eigenvalues Are 
-1.3690 
0.0015 
-0.2690+J3.4800 
The computed, open-loop, F-4E normalized responses to a 30° 
aileron step are plotted on Figures 7 and 8. It can be seen that 
* 
Dj. violates the upper envelope curve. The corrected model responses 
are shown on Figures 9 and 10. The following coefficients describe 
the corrected model. 
The A Matrix Is 
1484E+01 -.4339E+01 .6700E+02 .0 
5992E-01 -.3628E+00 .1226E+02 .0 
0 -.1000E+01 -.9860E-01 .1546E-01 
1000E+01 .0 .0 .0 
The B Vector Is 
".8439E+01 
.2436E+00 
-.7000E-02 
.0 
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The Eigenvalues Are 
-1.6460 
-0.0213 
-0.1390+J3.5670 
The new DSTAR Normalization Factor is 3.94. The roll rate and side- 
slip transfer functions are 
c Ac pn-n  Da4.0. 5.29s(s2+.57s+12.69)  
r-^L KOI i  Kate.      SH + i .90s3 + 12.92 s*+16.65s - 0.026 
F-4E Sideslip-      -0-00155(s"+266.8s3+318.9s2-19.3) 
"" same 
M«^I~D«TI Da+A. 8.44s(s3+.33s+l0.34) Model  Roll Rate:      s„ + ] MSJ\ ^As^ + 2l .24s + 0. 446 
Model Sideslip:  -0-0007(s^349.8s3+1053.2s2-44.28) 
r same 
The roots of the roll rate and sideslip numerator are, 
F-4E Roll Rate: 
F-4E Sideslip: 
Model Roll Rate: 
Model Sideslip: 
0., -0.286+J3.550 
-1.258, 0.0577, -265.7 
0., -0.165+J3.210 
-3.079, 0.0415, -346.8 
It can be seen that the derived model not only produces "good" 
handling qualities, but also improves on the eigenvalues of the in- 
itial model. Note that the small positive eigenvalue of the initial 
model has moved on the left-half plane. 
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The fact that the corrected model produces unrealistic elements 
of the A matrix is not serious, since the transfer functions of the 
model and their zeros are realistic. 
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Figure 7. Normalized roll rate and sideslip response 
to a step change in aileron position for the 
F-4E at Mach 2.15 and,altitude of 10972 m. 
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Figure 8. Normalized D response to a step change 
in aileron position for the F-4E at 
Mach 2.15 and altitude of 10972 m. 
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Normalized roll rate and sideslip response 
to a step change in aileron position for 
the F-4E corrected model at Mach 2.15 and 
altitude of 10972 m. 
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Figure 10. Normalized D response to a step change 
in aileron position for the F-4E corrected 
model at Mach 2.15 and altitude of 10972 m. 
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EXAMPLE 2 
The following lateral-directional rigid-body equation of motion 
coefficients also describe a clean-configuration Air Force F-4E with 
a gross weight of 17568.5 kg [3]. 
Flight and Vehicle Parameters 
Airspeed 
CG to Pilot Longitudinal Distance 
Crossover Dynamic Pressure [2] 
Mach Number 
Altitude 
Roll rate Normalization Factor 
Sideslip Normalization Factor 
DSTAR Normalization Factor 
267.0 m/s 
4.94 m 
16748.8 N/m2 
0.9 
10668.0 m 
6.86 
0.082 
3.80 
The A Matrix Is 
— 
1142E+01 .4436E+00 .1482E+02 .0 
7100E-02 -.1910E+00 .4719E+01 .0 
0 -.1000E+01 .9540E-01 .3673E-01 
1000E+01 .0 .0 .0 
The B Vector Is 
.9120E+01 
■.1118E+00 
•.2100E-02 
.0 
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The Eigenvalues Are 
-1.2470 
-0.0045 
-0.0884+j2.1980 
The computed, open-loop, F-4E normalized responses to a 30° 
aileron step are plotted on Figures 11 and 12. It can be seen that 
* 
D^ violates the lower envelope curve. The corrected model responses 
are shown on Figures 13 and 14. The following coefficients describe 
the corrected model. 
The A Matrix Is 
*>. 
9246E+00 .3006E+01   -.5508E+02 .0 
2920E-01 -.4382E+00    .4514E+01 .0 
0 -.1000E+01   -.6005E-01 .3673E-01 
1000E+01 .0         .0 
The B Matrix Is 
.0 
~.1026E+02~ 
-.1570E+00 
-.3800E-02 
.0 
The Eigenvalue! ; Are 
-0.9406 
-0.0933 
-0.1945+J2.094 
The new DSTAR Normalization Factor is 4.45. The roll rate and 
sideslip transfer functions are 
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F-4E Roll  Rate: 
F-4E Sideslip: 
9.12s(s2+.284s+4.56)  
s*» + 1.43s3+   5.07s*+6.06s+ .0271 
-0.0021(s3-51.9s2-250.8s-29.57) 
same 
Model Roll Rate: 10.26s(s2+.473s+3.70)  
stt + 1.42sd + 4.91s2 + 4.61s + .388 
Model Sideslip: -0.0038(s
3
-40.0s2-58.2s-38.91) 
same 
The roots of the roll rate and sideslip numerators are 
F-4E Roll Rate: 
F-4E Sideslip: 
Model Roll Rate: 
Model Sideslip: 
0., -0.142+J2.129 
-0.121, -4.34, 56.63 
0., -0.236+J1.909 
-0.715+J0.655, 41.38 
The corrected model has "good" handling qualities, and reason- 
able eigenvalues. Note that the two small eigenvalues of the in- 
itial system have been moved farther into the left-half plane. 
The elements of A and B matrices of the derived model are air- 
plane like in detail, and the same applies for the model transfer 
functions and its zeros. 
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Figure 11. Normalized roll rate and sideslip response to a 
step change in aileron position for the F-4E at 
Mach 0.9 and altitude of 10668 m. 
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Figure 12. Normalized D response to a step change in 
aileron position for the F-4E at Mach 0.9 
and altitude of 10668 m. 
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Figure 13. Normalized roll rate and sideslip response 
to a step change in aileron position for the 
F-4E corrected model at Mach 0.9 and altitute 
of 10668 m. 
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Figure 14. Normalized D response to a step change 
in aileron position for the F-4E corrected 
model at Mach 0.9 and altitude of 10668 m. 
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CONCLUSION 
The problem of obtaining linear constant-coefficient models that 
satisfy specified time-domain criteria can be solved rather success- 
fully via sensitivity techniques. One of the major advantages is 
that sensitivity techniques can easily accommodate desired changes 
to the eigenvalues of the trial system or invariability of the eigen- 
values to changes of system parameters. This is especially important 
in certain design problems where the eigenvalues happen to be ex- 
tremely sensitive to parameter variations and it is necessary to keep 
their values within a particular range. Another advantage of sensi- 
tivity techniques is the fact that the equations to be solved are 
all linear, which reduces significantly computation time and allows 
for the usage of standard and rather simple numerical techniques for 
the solution of linear equations. The disadvantage is that the num- 
ber of equations highly exceeds the number of unknowns; therefore, 
only "best" solutions to the problem can be obtained. In general, a 
certain loss of generality is to be expected along with the fact that 
there is no assurance that the derived via sensitivity techniques 
models will resemble in detail the trial models. The latter may not 
be serious for certain problems since the obtained models produce 
transfer functions that resemble in detail the transfer functions of 
the trial models and their zeros. 
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where 
and 
APPENDIX I 
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION OF THE AIRPLANE MODEL 
g(s) = s4 - h^3 - h2s2 - h3s - h4 
hT = Lp + Nr + \ 
h2 ' Vr - LpNr " YBLP ~ NrY3 " \ 
hq = Y L    + LNo - L N    + YIN    - YNL„ 3        <f> 3       p 3        3 p        3 p r        3pr 
hA = LAY. " LAY. 4       r 3 <j>       3 r «t> 
Y<j> = g/v 
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APPENDIX II 
ADJOINT MATRIX OF THE AIRPLANE MODEL 
R(s) = Is3 + R-j s2 + R2s + R3 
r 
r 
5T- 
11  '12  '13 14 
21  '22  '23  '24 
^31  r32  r33  r34 
41  '42  '43  '44 
rll " "Nr " Y3 
r12 = Lr 
r13 = L3 
r14 = ° 
r21 = Np 
r  = -L - Y 22   p   3 
r23 = Ne 
r24 = 0 
r31 =0 
r32 = "] 
33   p . r 
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r34 = \ 
41 
42 
43 
1 
0 
0 
r44 ' -Lp " Nr " Y3 
R
-2- 
11 '12 '13 '14 
"21 r22 r23 r24 
'31 r32 r33 r34 
"41 r42 r43 r44 
rll " N3 + Ve 
r12 * VB " L6 
rU - lr\ ~ SNr 
r14 = L6% 
r21  = -VB 
r22 " Y3LP 
23        p 3        0 R 
r24 ' \\ 
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r31  ' "Np + \ 
32 p 
r33 ■ LpNr " NpLr 
r34 " "Vp " W 
r41 - "Nr " VB 
r42 = Lr 
r43 = Le 
r44 * LpNr + Ns + Vp " Vr + NrY6 
Ba- 
il       12       13     '14 
'21      r22      r23      r24 
31       '32      '33      '34 
41      '42      '43      '44 
rn =0 
r12'° 
r13 = 0 
r14 - W+ " VA 
r21  " V* 
r22 - -\h 
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r23 = 0 
r?A = NnL«YA - NflY.L 
r31  " -\\ 
r32 = Vr 
r33 = 0 
r34 ' VpNr " Wv 
r41 " Ns + NrY8 
r42 - -LrV6 - L6 
r43 " LrN6 " lA 
rii m -L„N« + L„N„ - YIN. + Y„N_L P 6     -B"p      '!>>      ,6"pur 
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APPENDIX III 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF THE AIRPLANE MODEL 
FOR P 
Numerator polynomial 
s3<L«a) + 
s2(-NrL6a-V6a+LAaV«a> + 
s(N I     +N Y L    -L Y N    -L N    +L N Y    -L N Y    ) bUVfia  YT3 6a LrV«a    3 6a VV6a Vr 6a;
Denominator polynomial 
g(s) 
FOR g 
Numerator polynomial 
s3(Y6a> + 
s2(~N. -L Y. -N Y.a) + x
 6a p 6a r 6a' 
s<-NpL«a+%L«a+1-pN6a+LpNrV5a-NpLrV6a) + 
<7-r"tt-KrW 
Denominator polynomial 
g(s) 
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FOR D* 
Numerator polynomial 
sl+<D6a> + 
p sa   r sa    3 6a     p 6a    r 5a .3 6a' 
s2(-N D U -YfiD L. +N D L. +D.L. +L D N.a r p 6a    3 p oa    p r 6a    <j> 6 a    r p 6a 
p r 6a    3 r 6a    3 oa    3 p 6a    3 r 6a 
L
P
DpY6a-NrDpVD6a7>+D«aLpVDoaYpLp + 
DoaNrV°oaV + 
P p oa    r B p 6a    p P r oa   p P oa 
%D3L6a-NrD*L6a-Y3D*L6a-LrY3DPN6a-L3DpN6a + 
3 p r 6a    p 3 6a    r <j> 6a    r 3 p 6a 
LPNrDpV6a+NpLpDrV6a-Np'-pD/6a+LpNt.DeY5a 
NpLrVsa+L6D+Y6a-VpD«a-LpN(SIVL6NpD6<> 
YBLplVD«+WrD«») + 
» 6 r 58    $ r $ 6a    r 8 $ 6a    6<j>oa 
^W^W^-Wr'-sWa' 
Denominator polynomial 
g(s) 
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APPENDIX IV 
EQUATIONS THAT EXPRESS CHANGES IN EIGENVALUES 
OF THE AIRPLANE MODEL 
Any change in an eigenvalue X., real or complex, of the airplane 
model can be expressed as 
-1, dx. = [g'(xi)]",R(xi)*dA 
dA = 
LP dLr DL6 0 
NP dNr dN6 0 
0 0 dY6 0 
0 0 0 0 
For real eigenvalues x: 
R(x)*dA = 
[x3+x2(_Nr_YB) + x(N6+NrY3)]dLp + 
[x2(Lr) + x(-LrYB-LB)]dNp + 
[A*(Np) + x(-NpYB) f N^jdL, + 
[X3+X2(-Lp-Y3) f x(Y3Lp)  - Y^LB]dNr + 
[x2(-l) + x(Lp) +Y^Lr]dN3 + 
[X3+X2(-Lp-Nr) + x(LpNr-NpLr)]dY3 
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For complex eigenvalues in the form of X = a + ib: 
Real  part of R(x)*dA = 
[(a3-3ab2) + (a2-b'2)(-Nr-YB) + a(N6+NrYg)]dLp + 
E(a2-b2)Lr + a(-LrY3-L3)]dNp + 
[(a2-b2)Np + a(-NpY3) + N3Y^]dl_r f 
[(a3-3ab2) + (a2-b2)(-Lp-Y3) + a(YgLp)  - Y+Lp]dNr + 
w-VV • WS + 
[(a2-b2)(-l) + aLp + Y(()Lr]dNB + 
[(a3-3ab2) + (a2-b2)(-Lp-Nr) + a(LpNr-NpLr)]dYg    . 
Imaginary part of R(x)*dA = 
[(3a2b-b3) + 2ab(-Nr-Y3) + b(N3+NrY3)]dLp + 
[(2ab)Lr + b(-LrY3-L3)]dNp + 
[(2ab)Np + b(-NpYB) + N3Y^]dLr + 
[(3a2b-b3) + 2ab(-Lp-Y3) + b(Y3Lp)  - Y^dN,. + 
W-VV " NrVdLB + 
[-2ab + bLp + Y^Lr]dN3 + 
[(3a2b-b3) + (2ab)(-Lp-Nr) + b(LpNr-NpLr)]dY3 
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g (x) = 
x
3(4) + 
A2(-3Nr-3Y3-3Lp) + 
xi(2LpNr+2Ne+2YeLp-2NpLr+2NrY&)+ 
A
°^%L3-LpN3+L3Np-Y3LpNr-Y3NpLr) 
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APPENDIX V 
FLIGHT PHASE CATEGORIES [1] 
Category A 
a. Air-to-ground combat (CO) 
b. Ground attack (GA) 
c. Weapon delivery/launch (WD) 
d. Aerial recovery (AR) 
e. Reconnaissance (RC) 
f. In-flight refueling (receiver) (RR) 
g. Terrain following (TF) 
h.    Antisubmarine search (AS) 
i.    Close formation flying (FF) 
Category B 
a. Climb (CL) 
b. Cruise (CR) 
c. Loiter (LO) 
d. In-flight refueling (tanker) (RT) 
e. Descent (D) 
f. Emergency descent (ED) 
g. Emergency deceleration (DE) 
h. Aerial delivery (AD) 
Category C 
a. Takeoff (TO) 
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b. Catapult takeoff (CT) 
c. Approach (PA) 
d. Wave-off/go-around (WO) 
e. Landing (L) 
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APPENDIX VI 
CLASSIFICATION OF AIRPLANES [1] 
Class I     Small, light airplanes such as 
Light utility 
Primary trainer 
Light observation 
Class II Medium weight, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes 
such as 
Heavy utility/search and rescue 
Light or medium transport/cargo/tanker 
Early warning/electronic countermeasures/airborne 
command control, or communications relay 
Antisubmarine 
Assault transport 
Reconnaissance 
Tactical bomber 
Heavy attack 
Trainer for Class II 
Class III   Large, heavy, low-to-medium maneuverability airplanes 
such as 
Heavy transport/cargo/tanker 
Heavy bomber 
Patrol/early warning/electronic countermeasures/ 
airborne command, control, or communications relay 
Trainer for Class III 
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Class IV   High-maneuverability airplanes such as 
Fighter/interceptor 
Attack 
Tactical reconnaissance 
Observation 
Trainer for Class IV 
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Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 
APPENDIX VII 
FLIGHT LEVELS [1] 
Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission 
Flight Phase 
Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission 
Flight Phase, but some increase in pilot workload 
or degradation in mission effectiveness, or both, 
exists. 
Flying qualities such that the airplane can be con- 
trolled safely, but pilot workload is excessive or 
mission effectiveness is inadequate, or both. Cate- 
gory A Flight Phases can be terminated safely, and 
Category B and C Flight Phases can be completed. 
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APPENDIX VIII 
ROLL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS [1] 
Class Flight Phase Category Level 1 *t 
I 
A 
B 
C 
60° in 1.3 sec 
60° in 1.7 sec 
30° in 1.3 sec 
II 
A 
B 
C 
C 
45° in 1.4 sec 
45Q in 1.9 sec 
30° in.1.8 sec 
25° in 1.0 sec 
III 
A 
B 
C 
30° in 1.5 sec 
30° in 2.0 sec 
30° in 2.5 sec 
IV 
A 
B 
C 
90° in 1.3 sec 
90° in 1.7 sec 
30° in 1.0 sec 
Class Flight Phase Category Level 2 {f>t 
I 
A 
B 
C 
60° in 1.7 sec 
60° in 2.5 sec 
30° in 1.8 sec 
II 
A 
B 
C 
C 
45° in 1.9 sec 
45° in 2.8 sec 
30° in 2.5 sec 
25° in 1.5 sec 
III 
A 
B 
C 
30° in 2.0 sec 
30° in 3.0 sec 
30° in 3.2 sec 
IV 
A 
B 
C 
90° in 1.7 sec 
90° in 2.5 sec 
90° in 1.3 sec 
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Class Flight Phase Category Level 3 <j>t 
I 
A 
B 
C 
60° in 2.6 sec 
60° in 3.4 sec 
30° in 2.6 sec 
II 
A 
B 
C 
C 
45° in 2.8 sec 
45° in 3.8 sec 
30° in 3.6 sec 
25° in 2.0 sec 
III 
A 
B 
C 
30° in 3.0 sec 
30° in 4.0 sec 
30° in 4.0 sec 
IV 
A 
B 
C 
90° in 2.6 sec 
90° in 3.4 sec 
30° in 2.0 sec. 
Additional or alternate roll performance requirements can be 
found in Reference 1. 
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APPENDIX IX 
TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS FOR STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
FROM BODY-AXES TO STABILITY-AXES [6] 
L = H'r  sin2aQ + Lp cos2aQ + (L^+Np) sinaQcosao 
L
r 
=
 ~
Np sin2a0 + Lr cos2a0 + (Nr~Lp) sina0c°sa0 
LB = N3 Sinao.+ L3 COSao 
Np = -L^ sin2aQ + Np cos2aQ + (N^-L^) sinaQcosao 
Nr = Lp sin2aQ + N^ cos2aQ + (-L^-N^) sinaQcosao 
N3 = "S sinao + N3 COSao 
Y
v. = -Y' sina„ + Y' cosa r   p   o   r   o 
Y = Y1 T3   3 
L*3 = N~, sina„ + l'    cosart 6a  6a   o  6a   o 
N* = -L., si not + N~, cosa„ 6a   6a   o  6a   o 
Y  = Y1 6a   6a 
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